
Here are some more articles and replies.  In order to simplify, our 
comments are written in Times New Roman and in block while the 
letters and articles are in Arial.

'Wind-Farm Apocalypse' 

We have just created our first video.  We can't claim any credit for the footage 
the photos or the music, but for the idea the composition and all the fiddling 
around we can.  We've tried to make it an atmospheric hard-hitting compil-
ation which will really bring home the terrifying position birds are finding 
themselves in today.  We like it and we hope you will too.  Feel free to send it 
over to anyone you think needs to see it and without any further ado please 
click onto the link below.

http://youtu.be/NeJsaDmZz4o 

…................................................................................................................................... 

In the meantime the relationship with Carnegie and ourselves is not really as 
great as things might be.  The problem, and we've felt this for some time, is that 
things between us are a bit one-sided to put it mildly.  Not only are we giving 
them free advertising but we're campaigning vigorously on their behalf.  And if 
we're sending millions of £s worth of orders in their direction, and it's far from 
impossible that we could be, then something by way of a donation wouldn't 
shall we say be unappreciated.  So far it has to be said we've had very little 
indication that they'd be willing to do this.

For our part however, we remain as committed to them as we've ever been, 
because we're doing this for the birds and the bats.  Wave is about the most 
benign energy source available and I have looked into every single one of them.  
Every bit of business we can put their way means one less wind-farm on the 
planet.  We simply cannot stand idly by while the wind-industry and its cronies 
knocks every last remaining bird out of the sky.  It's just that we might be a 
little more grudging with our support than we've been in the past.

http://youtu.be/NeJsaDmZz4o


FREE ADVERTISEMENT

Carnegie Wave Energy

http://www.carnegiewave.com/carnegie-press/press-release-2015.html 

Contact:  enquiries@carnegiewave.com

http://www.carnegiewave.com/carnegie-press/press-release-2015.html


The Latest Update From Carnegie.

http://carnegiewave.com/investors/asx-announcements.html 

…...................................................................................................................................

From:  correspondence@decc.gsi.gov.uk
To:  cates1980@hotmail.co.uk
Subject:  A response to your enquiry to DECC - Ref: TO2015/09580
Date:  Mon, 7 Sep 2015 11:18:47 +0100

Dear Mr Piller

Thank you for your email dated 17 August, about the Dogger Bank Wind Farm 
development. I have been asked to reply.

The documents relating to the development consent for the Dogger Bank offshore wind 
project can be found on the Planning Inspectorate’s website - 
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/yorkshire-and-the-humber/dogger-
bank-creyke-beck/ including an environmental impact assessment which you might find 
of interest.

I hope that this is helpful.

Yours sincerely, 
DECC Correspondence Unit

From:  Climatechange.Statistics@decc.gsi.gov.uk
To:  cates1980@hotmail.co.uk
Sent:  Thu, 10 Sep 2015 10:36:27 +0000
Subject:  RE: 'Wind-Farm Apocalypse.'

Dear Mr Piller

Thank you for your email to climate change statistics.

There is evidence that wind turbines have an impact on birds, both during construction 
and operation. There is an increasing body of research around this topic. 

A recent long-term study of population-level effects of wind farms on birds (carried out 
at 18 sites), showed that the effects of these farms vary widely between the 10 species 
studied. The study’s results suggest that the effect on some species may disappear in 
the longer term, as they get used to the presence of the turbines, while the density of 
some species remains permanently depressed. The RSPB supports wind turbines, but 
emphasises that they should be sited away from major migration routes and important 
feeding, breeding and roosting areas of those bird species known or suspected to be at 
risk. http://www.rspb.org.uk/forprofessionals/policy/windfarms/  
The study mentioned above is:

http://www.rspb.org.uk/forprofessionals/policy/windfarms/
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/yorkshire-and-the-humber/dogger-bank-creyke-beck/
http://infrastructure.planningportal.gov.uk/projects/yorkshire-and-the-humber/dogger-bank-creyke-beck/
http://carnegiewave.com/investors/asx-announcements.html


Pearce-Higgins, J. W., Stephen, L., Douse, A. & Langston, R. H. W. (2012) Greater 
impacts of wind farms on bird populations during construction than subsequent 
operation: results of a multi-site and multi-species analysis. Journal of Applied Ecology, 
49, 386-394. Information available here: 
http://www.journalofappliedecology.org/view/0/editorschoice492.html 

If you have further questions on this please contact DECC at 
correspondence@decc.gsi.gov.uk as this is not a subject normally dealt with by climate 
change statistics

Regards

Paul Munro

Climate change statistics

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/458660/
Consultation_on_a_review_of_the_Feed-in_Tariffs_scheme.pdf 

…......................................................................................................................

This information is for the US. market only.

From:  info@responsibletechnology.org
To:  cates1980@hotmail.co.uk
Sent:  Sat, 5 Sep 2015 13:25:23 -0400
Subject:  PLU codes, GMO Potatoes, and upcoming events

  

What do Price Look UP (PLU) codes tell you?

There has been a rumor circulating for years that the number on the PLU code for 
produce can signify whether the item is genetically modified, or not.  Supposedly, if the 
5-digit number begins with ‘8’ it is GMO.  Not so.  The 5 digit code beginning with ‘8’ 
was never used to designate GMO produce.

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/458660/Consultation_on_a_review_of_the_Feed-in_Tariffs_scheme.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/458660/Consultation_on_a_review_of_the_Feed-in_Tariffs_scheme.pdf
http://www.journalofappliedecology.org/view/0/editorschoice492.html


The International Federation for Produce Standards acknowledges that they have plans 
to use the 83000 and 84000 series of PLU codes in the future, but that they will have 
“no significance."

PLU codes, in case you are wondering, are the little bar-coded stickers on produce that 
“ring up” the right price (hopefully) at the cash register in the grocery store.   The 4-digit 
codes are for conventionally grown produce; 5-digit codes beginning with ‘9’ are used to 
identify organic produce.

PLU codes were created for the benefit of retailers – not consumers.  It is a voluntary 
system, and not regulated by any governmental agency.  Thus, you see loose, 
unlabeled produce in the stores.  The 4-digit PLU codes are assigned randomly within 
the 3000 and 4000 series. 

BOLO alert: Be on the Lookout for these potatoes

The first generation of genetically modified potatoes created by J.R. Simplot Company 
were marketed as “White Russets.” 



Doug Cole, the company's director of marketing and communications, said about 400 
acres worth sold out last summer in grocery stores in 10 states in the Midwest and 
Southeast.  The company plans to market about 2,000 acres of potatoes next summer.

September 9, 2015  

Heirloom Seed Expo, Santa Rosa, CA 6:00pm Sneak Peek at Jeffrey Smith’s new 
movie, “Secret Ingredients”  

http://theheirloomexpo.com/speaker-schedule 

September 12, 2015 Adonis Autism Creating a Future Conference, Naples, FL 

Jeffrey Smith Keynote Address: Are GMOs and Roundup Herbicide Promoting 
Numerous Disorders, Including Autism? 

http://www.adonisautism.org/event/adonis-autism-2015-conference/ 

Tickets $25  www.eventbrite.com/e/a-path-to-health-and-employment-for-young-
people-in-transition-to-adulthood-tickets-17059602731 

October 1 - 3 

American Academy of Environmental Medicine, 50th Annual Meeting, Ft. Meyers, FL 

Neuroimmunotoxicology: Neurologic and Immune Responses to Environmental 
Toxicants.  

Jeffrey Smith speaks on The Health Risks of GMOs and Roundup Herbicide at 4:45pm 
on Thursday, October 1, 2015.   http://www.aaemconference.com/fall/congress.php 

Upcoming:

January 24 – 31, 2016 

Seminar-at-Sea with Jeffrey Smith

Seminar-at-Sea with Jeffrey Smith, Dr. Toni Bark, Robert O. Young, and other world-
changing educators. Sail from Los Angeles to the Pacific Coast of Mexico with ports of 
call in Cabo San Lucas, Mazatlan, and Puerto Vallarta.  Register today and type 
"Jeffrey Smith" as your referral: 

www.consciouslifecruise.com 

 
The Institute for Responsible Technology

http://www.consciouslifecruise.com/
http://www.aaemconference.com/fall/congress.php
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/a-path-to-health-and-employment-for-young-people-in-transition-to-adulthood-tickets-17059602731
http://www.eventbrite.com/e/a-path-to-health-and-employment-for-young-people-in-transition-to-adulthood-tickets-17059602731
http://www.adonisautism.org/event/adonis-autism-2015-conference/
http://theheirloomexpo.com/speaker-schedule


Western Governments and 
the Creation of ISIS

With the invasion of Libya, a few years ago now, Western Governments were 
literally giving out hand over fist military-grade weaponry to anyone who 
wanted it, from Tanks to artillery guns, you name it.  Most of this hardware 
would subsequently have ended up being shipped around, much of it ending up 
in Syria and so ISIS. was born.  Armed with this they then attacked the Iraqi 
army, most of those as we all know either deserted or defected and all of that 
equipment the British and Americans had bestowed upon it, so too ended up 
with ISIS.  At this very moment Saudi Arabia is bombing Yemen with equip-
ment supplied by the UK.  All in all a really great job is being done by everyone 
concerned. 

Please write to:

James.Walker@caa.co.uk; das-ufo-office@mod.uk; CIO-FOI@mod.uk; veterans.help@spva.gsi.gov.uk; 
chris.blackham@caa.co.uk; DefenceSecretary-Group@mod.uk; mark.simmons@caa.co.uk; Air-DResSec-
ParliBusiness@mod.uk; john_mccain@mccain.senate.gov; veterans.help@spva.gsi.gov.uk; london@rafmuseum.org; 
enquiries@rafa.org.uk; info@rafbf.org.uk; danuta.gray@oxfordleadership.com; mark.francois.mp@parliament.uk; 
philip@philipdunne.com; Air-XO-MCCROWalesSO2@mod.uk; lowflying@mod.uk; philip.dunne.mp@parliament.uk; 
info@tonyblairfaithfoundation.org; contactholmember@parliament.uk; brian_schatz@schatz.senate.gov; 
officeofmarklancaster@parliament.uk; canterbury@tory.org; cynthia.lummis@mail.house.gov; 
contactholmember@parliament.uk; usarmy.rheinland-pfalz.21-tsc.mbx.webmaster@mail.mil; cas-lowflying@mod.uk; 
usarmy.bragg.forscom.mbx.g6-webmaster@mail.mil; pressoffice@hq.isaf.nato.int; moc.web@hq.nato.int; 
technologist@dma.mil; sbetts@dvidshub.net; sschmidt@dvidshub.net; dsilvano@dvidshub.net; Air-XO-
MCCROWalesAsst@mod.uk; sajid.javid.mp@parliament.uk; enquiries@bis.gsi.gov.uk; hammondp@parliament.uk; 
fcocorrespondence@fco.gov.uk; office@runnymedeweybridgeconservatives.com; office@sevenoakstory.org.uk; 
michael.fallon.mp@parliament.uk; letwino@parliament.uk; charlesa@parliament.uk; publiccorrespondence@cabinet-
office.gsi.gov.uk; WI08RRIMA@mail.house.gov; nctcpao@nctc.gov; info@pennymordaunt.com; 
penny.mordaunt.mp@parliament.uk 



From:  info@saveanimalsfacingextinction.org
To:  cates1980@hotmail.co.uk
Sent:  Wed, 9 Sep 2015 20:49:05 -0400
Subject:  [UPDATE] Walter Palmer emerges from hiding

After weeks of hiding for his brutal and disgusting actions, Walter Palmer, the killer of 
Cecil the Lion, he went back to work yesterday at his dental practice as if nothing was 
wrong.

Here’s what he had to say for himself:  

"Obviously, if I’d have known this lion had a name and was that important to the 
country, or a study, obviously, I wouldn’t have taken it." 

 ~ Walter Palmer
 
He’s trying to claim innocence.  With inadequate protection for the animals and NO 
prosecution or extradition underway, Palmer might just get away with this.  We won’t 
stand for this.  

We REFUSE to stand by and watch Walter Palmer FAKE innocence.  He knew exactly 
what he was doing -- he’s done it before.  This time, we need to take action.  Tell 
federal officials you won’t accept a slap on the wrist for Walter Palmer:

It is FAR too easy for poachers and people like Walter Palmer to get off the hook for 
illegally killing a lion.  Now is the time to call on our federal officials to enforce penalties 
for poachers.  We can start today by making a stand against Walter Palmer.

5O,OOO Signatures Needed:  Please ask federal officials to increase enforcement of 
illegal animal killing by signing the petition below.

http://salsa4.salsalabs.com/o/51390/p/dia/action3/common/public/?action_KEY=15923 

Thank you for your continued support,

SaveAnimalsFacingExtinction.org

Please also write to:

info@riverbluffdental.com; IC@RiverBluffDental.com; RBD@riverbluffdental.com; Jodi@RiverBluffDental.com; 
tricia@riverbluffdental.com; TC@riverbluffdental.com; safari@gajogo.com; 

http://salsa4.salsalabs.com/o/51390/p/dia/action3/common/public/?action_KEY=15923


Corporate Developers Seize Indigenous Lands in 
Brazil and Hire Hit Men to Murder Residents 
  
Sunday, 30 August 2015 00:00    

By Renata Bessi and Santiago Navarro F., Truthout | Report 
  

   

A Xucuru dancer in front of the National Congress in April 2015.  The indigenous Xucuru people from the state of 
Pernambuco are from one of the best-organized groups in Brazil. (Photo: Santiago Navarro F.)

Translated by Miriam Taylor

In an effort to make way for new investment projects, the Brazilian government and 
transnational corporations have been taking over ancestral indigenous lands, triggering 
a rise in murders of indigenous people in Brazil.

According to the report, "Violence Against Indigenous People in Brazil," recently 
published by the Indigenous Missionary Council (CIMI by its Portuguese initials), the 
number of indigenous people killed in the country grew 42 percent from 2013 to 2014; 
138 cases were officially registered. The majority of the murders were carried out by hit 
men hired by those with economic interests in the territories.



The states of Mato Grosso del Sur, Amazonas and Bahía figure heavily in the statistics. 
An emblematic case was the brutal killing of the indigenous woman Marinalva Kaiowá, 
in November of 2014. She lived in recovered territories, land that for over 40 years has 
been claimed by the Guaraní people as the land of their ancestors. Marinalva was 
assassinated - stabbed 35 times - two weeks after attending a protest with other 
indigenous leaders at the Federal Supreme Court in the Federal District of Brasilia. The 
group was protesting a court ruling that annulled the demarcation process in the 
indigenous territory of the Guyraroká.

For four days and three nights, more than 1,500 indigenous individuals filled one of the gardens in front of the 
National Congress with colors, music and rituals. (Photo: Santiago Navarro F.)

In addition to this, there has been a steady flow of people forced to move to small 
territories after being displaced by economic development projects, as in the case of 
the state of Mato Grosso do Sul, where the majority of the population - over 40,000 
people - live concentrated on small reservations. These are communities that are 
exposed to assassinations by hired hit men, lack education and basic necessities, and 
endure deplorable health conditions. Infant mortality rates in the community are high 
and rising: According to official statistics, last year 785 children between the ages of 0 
and 5 died.

"We, the Guaraní, principally from Mato Grosso do Sul, have been the greatest victims 
of massacres and violence," the Guaraní Kaiowá indigenous leader Araqueraju told 
Truthout. "They have killed many of our leaders, they have spilled much blood because 
we are fighting for the respect for and demarcation of what is left of our territories that 
the government does not want to recognize."



Indigenous women leaders were also present for the taking of congress to denounce violations of human rights 
suffered by indigenous people. (Photo: Santiago Navarro F.)

The rise in the rate of violence is related in large part to the development policies of the 
Brazilian government - policies that have been denounced by the Indigenous 
Missionary Council. Another report, titled "Projects that impact indigenous lands," 
released by CIMI in 2014, revealed that at least 519 projects have impacted 437 
ancestral territories, directly affecting 204 indigenous groups.

The energy sector has most deeply affected indigenous people; of the 519 documented 
projects, 267 are energy-related. In second place is infrastructure, with 196 projects. 
Mining is third, with 21 projects, and in fourth place, with 19 expansive projects, is 
agribusiness. Ecotourism comes next with 9 projects.

"In the Amazon region, the region of the Tapajos River, we are being fenced in," João 
Tapajó - a member of the Arimun indigenous group - told Truthout.  "The Teles 
waterway is being constructed and the BR163 highway widened.  This is being done to 
transport the transnational corporations' grain and minerals," added Tapajó, who is part 
of one of the groups that make up the Indigenous Movement of the region Bajo 
Tapajós, in the state of Pará.  "We live under constant threat from agribusinesses and 
lumber companies.  There is a construction project to build five hydroelectric dams on 
the same river.  To top it off, our region is suffering from a process of prospecting for 
the exploitation of minerals, by the companies Alcoa y Vale do Rio Doce."

Similarly, a report produced by the Federal Public Ministry, based on its own 
evaluations and carried out by anthropologists María Fernanda Paranhos and Deborah 
Stucchi, shows that the processes of social change generated by these projects 
principally affect those who live in rural contexts. This includes many groups living 
collectively who are relatively invisible in the sociopolitical context of Brazil.



"The evaluations provide evidence that the intense social changes, the possibility of the 
breaking up of productive circuits, the disappearance of small-scale agriculture, fishing, 
and forested areas, a reduction in jobs, and the impoverishment and degradation of 
material and immaterial conditions of life ... have led to strong reactions and an 
avalanche of social conflict," according to the ministry's report.

Hydroelectric Dams in the Brazilian Amazon

The government's Ten-Year Plan for energy expansion - 2023, which projects for the 
period of 2014 to 2023 an expansion of over 28,000 megawatts of energy generation by 
way of hydroelectric dams, claims that none of the 30 hydroelectric dams projected for 
construction in this country during this period will have any direct effect on indigenous 
lands.  Data from the Institute of Socioeconomic Studies, through an initiative called 
Investments and Rights in the Amazon, tells a different story.  According to research 
carried out by Ricardo Verdum, a PhD in social anthropology and member of the Center 
for the Study of Indigenous Populations at the Federal University in the state of Santa 
Catarina, of the 23 hydroelectric dams that will be built in the Amazon, at least 16 will 
have negative social and environmental effects on indigenous territories.  They will 
destroy the environmental conditions that these indigenous groups depend on to live 
and maintain their way of life.

"The difference in results is due to the way the idea of 'impact' or 'interference' is 
defined conceptually and materially," Verdum told Truthout.  "According to current 
legislation, interference in indigenous lands occurs when a parcel of land is directly 
affected by the dam itself or the reservoir.  The territorial and environmental criteria do 
not consider the human and social aspects of the interference, or influence of the 
project on the population."

A Militaristic Approach to the Economy

Brazil's development model - a model adopted by most countries in Latin America 
within the old international division of labor - leads the country to specialize in the 
export of raw materials or basic products at a low cost in relation to the import of final 
products that return to Brazil at elevated prices.  This is a logic that is based on the 
colonial model, according to Clovis Brighenti, a professor of history at the Federal 
University of Latin American Integration. "It is an entry into the globalized world by way 
of intense exploitation of the environment with few results," Brighenti told Truthout. 
"What's more, these results are in exchange for high investment costs, made with 
public resources and subsidized interest rates, concentrated in a tiny group of 
beneficiaries. It is a dried-up model but in its death throes, it causes irreversible 
damage to the environment and for the people that depend on these ecosystems."

The design of this development model, according to Brighenti, is connected to the 
modern myth that an economy needs to grow rapidly and continuously to satisfy the 
material necessities of society.  "However, behind this myth, is hidden the essence of 
the capitalist system: the need to guarantee a logic that is based on consumerism, and 
in this way, guarantee the accumulation and the benefit of the elites and the privileged 
sectors of society."



In Brazil, the belief is that material happiness is connected to the search for new spaces 
for development expansion.  "In other words, it is searching for constant advancement 
into 'new' territories, where there is still a natural environment to be explored and 
appropriated," Brighenti said.  "Thus, capital's interests revolve around indigenous and 
traditional territories, as ideal spaces for the execution of these projects."

He added that in Brazil there is a continuity of a militaristic mentality, due to the fact that 
the country was shaped by a military dictatorship from 1964 to 1985.  During that time, 
the United States was involved through a program called Operation Brother Sam.

The objective was to remove peasants and indigenous people from their lands to 
concentrate territories in the hands of businesses that currently produce soy, sugar 
cane and eucalyptus.  These companies include Monsanto, ADM, Cargill, Bunge, Louis 
Dreyfus Commodities, Coca-Cola, Nestlé and Ford.  In this sense, current governments 
did not inherit just the military structure but also a business platform that dominates 
production and the raw materials market.  "The principal similarity between the military 
government and what we are currently living is the development perspective, which 
means thinking about natural resources as infinite and readily available. In order to 
make a country grow economically, the amount of territory that is occupied for 
economic projects must increase," Brighenti said.

Another similarity is the relationship that they establish with communities.  "It could be 
said that there is no dialogue," Brighenti said.  "The government makes a decision and 
all that is left for the communities to do is to hand over their territories in the name of 
these initiatives.  Trying to keep indigenous communities quiet is a recurring action in 
the sense that these populations are seen as barriers to the establishment of these 
projects ... thus, the continuance of a militaristic mentality is explicit - proceed with 
development and stop the protests of those who are affected."

An essential point that sets the period of the dictatorship apart from progressive 
governments is the source of financing for the projects.  "Today the works are financed 
with public resources, through the National Economic and Social Development Bank, 
which is the principal funder of these megaprojects, while under the military dictatorship 
they were financed by the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank," he 
said.

In 2013, the Brazilian government published an order that allowed the intervention of 
the Armed Forces in protests against development projects.  That same year, the 
military police in southern Brazil killed an indigenous Terena man and wounded others 
in the fulfillment of an order to re-take the land that the Terena had reclaimed as part of 
their ancestral territories.  This was disputed by Ricardo Bacha, a former congressman 
from the Brazilian Social Democratic Party, who said that the lands had belonged to his 
family since 1927.

Similarly, at the request of the ex-governor of Bahia, Jaques Wagner, who is the current 
defense minister of Brazil, President Dilma Rousseff signed in 2014 an authorization by 
the federal government to dispatch close to 500 military personnel to the Tupinambá 
territory, alleging that his objective was the "guarantee of law and order" and to "pacify" 
the region.  To this very day, the Tupinambá region continues to be militarized.



Institutional Violence Against Indigenous Communities

The assassinations are just the tip of the iceberg.  Among the constitutional 
amendments that are being debated in Brazil's Congress is PEC-215, which transfers 
the power to decide the demarcation of indigenous territories to the legislative branch, 
when it has historically been in the hands of the executive branch.  The amendment 
would leave indigenous people in the hands of Congress and the Senate, which are 
primarily made up of the family members of large businessmen and the owners of huge 
extensions of land.

"These proposed constitutional amendments favor a group of 264 parliamentarians of 
Brazil's Congress, who have received campaign financing from multinational 
corporations, such as Monsanto, Cargill, Bunge and Syngenta. PEC-215 favors the 
expansion of big agriculture, using the discourse of food production, but Brazil's food is 
produced by small-scale producers," Lindomar, of the Terena people, told Truthout.

The principal cause of the conflicts, according to the Indigenous Missionary Council, is 
the negation on the part of the Brazilian government to recognize and demarcate 
indigenous territories.  In 2014, of the almost 600 indigenous territories currently 
claimed by different groups, only two were recognized (Xeta Herarekã, in the state of 
Paraná, and Xakriabá, in the state of Minas Gerais) and one was approved 
(Paquicamba, in the state of Pará).  The current government of the Workers Party, led 
by Dilma Rousseff, is that which has demarcated the fewest indigenous lands since the 
end of the military dictatorship in Brazil.

In the state of Mato Grosso do Sul, the state with the highest rates of violence against 
indigenous people, communities live on the edges of highways, in precarious living 
conditions.  The recognition of indigenous territories was outlined in an agreement that 
was signed in 2007 by the National Indigenous Foundation, a government agency, 
which later broke the agreement. Even if the demarcation had gone into effect, 
indigenous people would only occupy 2 percent of the state, in one of the regions of 
Brazil where the largest number of indigenous people reside.

Resisting the Old Development Model

According to Brighenti, since the start of the Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva (Lula) 
administration, indigenous people have expressed to the government that they wanted 
to share their knowledge and practices with the new administration.  "But the 
government ignored them, and what's worse, Lula declared that Brazil needed to 
overcome three great obstacles to development, including indigenous groups, 
environmental laws and the Federal Public Ministry," he said.  "Thus, since the 
beginning, he made it clear that for the indigenous movement and its allies, the 
government had chosen a different model and aligned himself with other sectors that 
are unfortunately at odds with indigenous groups, big agro-industry."

Indigenous people realized that they needed to come together to avoid losing their 
rights.  "Few social and union movements supported them.  Each social movement 
defined its relationship with the government and indigenous people were many times 
criticized for their radicalness," Brighenti added.



Indigenous lands in Brazil, as recognized by the federal government, are property of the 
government. Indigenous people can possess and use the land, with the exception of 
the subsoil and water resources.  "It is necessary to advance in the sense of 
constructing autonomous communities, which does not mean independence, but the 
freedom to decide their own future," Brighenti said.

Even with the demarcation of indigenous territories, there is no assurance against 
intervention in indigenous lands, since the law allows for the intervention of the federal 
government at any time because the lands are considered property of the government.

"All the government projects are threatening to us and the entire Amazon," María Leus, 
an indigenous Munduruku woman, told Truthout.  "We do not accept any negotiation 
with the government, because we cannot make negotiations regarding our mother and 
because we do not accept any of these projects that are going to affect us.  We have 
always been here:  These are the lands of our ancestors, and today we continuing 
fighting for the respect for our way of life, because governments have never respected 
how we live, and today they are devastating what is left of our lands in order to continue 
with their projects."
 
Copyright, Truthout. May not be reprinted without permission. 

http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/32553-development-projects-intensify-violence-
against-indigenous-people-in-brazil 

Concluding:  We print any letters here from all sides of both argu-
ments.  So long as it's relevant to the subject matters and provided it's 
not obscene we will print it.  If you disagree with anything that's been 
said, please write in.  This is a public arena so please feel free to have 
your say.  Contact details will always be withheld on request.

http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/32553-development-projects-intensify-violence-against-indigenous-people-in-brazil
http://www.truth-out.org/news/item/32553-development-projects-intensify-violence-against-indigenous-people-in-brazil

